Prevent Mosquito-borne Diseases

Fight the Bite! Drain. Avoid. Spray.

Eliminate breeding sites around the farm!

- Store buckets, feed pans & anything that can hold water for more than a few days
- Refill watering tanks weekly, keep algae-free, and replace mosquito dunks monthly
- Check for water collecting in tractor seats and other equipment stored outside
- Drain water every week from wagons and truck beds
- Prevent old tires and tarps from collecting water

- Fill in driveway and barnyard puddles, and where rain drips from eaves
- Keep pond shores mowed and free of vegetation
- Clean up debris and trash
- Turn over any unused watering or feed troughs
- Drain all grain unloading pits

Protect Yourself from Biting Mosquitoes

- Wear long, loose and light-colored clothing
- Use insect repellent with DEET, Picardin or lemon-eucalyptus oil
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